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FOREWORD

This project was my most delicate craft to date.

I have to start with the musicians, Deniz BAYHAN and Kahraman Nice ÖZBAY, who
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during tracking but was highly effective at the same time.

I would like to thank Can KARADOĞAN for his clairvoyance from the first day of
contact, Sertaç KAKI for his brief and wise guidance, and Ozan SARIER for his
precise and meticulous feedback. I would like to thank studio personnel Oğuz ÖZ and
Laçin ŞAHİN, who were always there without hesitation when needed. I would like to
thank fellow MİAM-SED colleagues who at least provided me a ground for teaching
practice. I also would like to thank Pieter SNAPPER, whose vision was essential for
such projects to be carried out by future generations.

I must thank Jane Ellen HARRISON and Paul WHITEHEAD for teaching me how a
music scholar should be.

I would like to thank Richard KING and Simon L’ESPÉRANCE for their generous
feedback that were more than asked for. I would also thank Adam DAUDRICH, who
always had the finest points about any musical context.

Another thank you to Ufuk ÖNEN, who listened to me with all ears without exception.

I also want to thank Nedim GÜVENÇ for his genuine friendship and co-operation
throughout my graduate studies.
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Çağdaş, Eko, Sarı, Adildo, Topak, Ercü, OB, and Muz. I consider myself a means
of these people: arithmetic or geometric, depending on the proposed definition.

Lastly, a very special thank you to my dearest, Ilgın, for her unconditional and
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on my way of thinking, and I think it is possible to see these reflections in this study.
Every breath she takes is fascinating.

June 2022 Emre EKİCİ
(Sound & Music Professional)
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A HUNGARIAN CONNECTION: RECORDING JOURNAL OF
HUNGARIAN DANCES PERFORMED BY DENİZ BAYHAN (PIANO) AND

KAHRAMAN NİCE ÖZBAY (VIOLIN) DURING COVID - 19 PANDEMIC

SUMMARY

In times of crises, such as economic crises and pandemics, performing arts and
cultural events were the first to be sacrificed. This attitude towards the performing
arts and cultural events has not changed much worldwide during the COVID-19
pandemic. Since the first case was reported in December 2019, the pandemic has
caused many cancellations and shutdowns, with a devastating impact on the arts and
culture industry in Turkey as well. However, the recording and performing arts have
also partially adapted to current conditions, thanks to the increased accessibility of
technological equipment. In order to turn this situation into an advantage for both
myself and the artists, I decided to record musicians for my final graduation project
and present the recordings with an accompanying recording journal. By this means,
I gained experience in classical music production; meanwhile, the performers had the
opportunity to record their music in a professional setting.

This work is a recording journal of my final graduation project. I recorded three
Hungarian Dances for violin and piano duo. The pieces are Hungarian Dance No.
1, No. 5 by Johannes Brahms, and Csárdás by Vittorio Monti. The performers are
Deniz Bayhan (piano) and Kahraman Nice Özbay (violin). I documented all stages of
pre-production, production, and post-production. During the pre-production phase,
I became familiar with the pieces, composers, and performers and determined the
timbre I wanted to capture. I decided on microphone placement in this process. I
completed the tracking during the production stage using the goals I set and the layout
I set up during the pre-production stage. In the post-production stage, I made the works
presentable to the listeners and provided the necessary optimization for the audio files
to be ready for listening. I submitted the audio requirements of the project, both as
separate audio files for each piece and as a compilation album containing all the pieces
together.

Furthermore, I briefly summarized the context since the project was realized during
the COVID-19 pandemic. In this context, I examined the impact of the pandemic
on artistic and cultural activities. When I compared this project with my previous
recording experiences before the pandemic, I identified various challenges that could
be classified as structural and social challenges for recording music at the studio. I tried
to address these difficulties at every stage of the work, and I wrote my experiences by
considering the perspectives of both the recording artist and the performers.

This recording journal has been written in accordance with the technical delivery
requirements of the AES and NARAS.
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BİR MACAR BAĞLANTISI: COVID - 19 PANDEMİSİNDE
DENİZ BAYHAN (PİYANO) VE KAHRAMAN NİCE ÖZBAY’IN (KEMAN)

İCRA ETTİĞİ MACAR DANSLARININ KAYIT GÜNCESİ

ÖZET

Kriz zamanlarında, ekonomik kriz veya salgın gibi, sahne sanatları ve kültürel
etkinlikler ilk gözden çıkarılan aktiviteler olmuştur. Sahne sanatları ve kültürel
etkinliklere karşı alınan bu tavır, COVID-19 pandemisi boyunca da dünya genelinde
pek farklılık göstermemiştir. Aralık 2019’da bildirilen ilk vakadan beri, pandemi,
birçok iptal ve kapanmaya sebep olup, Türkiye’de de kültür ve sanat endüstrisine yıkıcı
bir etkisi olmuştur. Ancak kayıt ve sahne sanatları da mevcut şartlara, erişilebilir
teknoloji sayesinde kısmen uyum sağlamıştır. Ben de bu durumu hem kendim, hem
de sanatçılar için avantaja çevirmek adına, bitirme projem için kayıt yapmaya ve
aldığım kaydı kayıt güncesi ile sunmaya karar verdim. Bu sayede, ben klasik müzik
prodüksiyonu üzerine deneyim kazanırken, icracılar da profesyonel bir stüdyoda kayıt
alma fırsatı yakalmış oldu.

Bu çalışma bitirme projem için bir kayıt güncesidir. Keman ve piyano ikilisi için üç
adet Macar Dansı kaydettim. Bu eserler Johannes Brahms’ın yazdığı Macar Dansı
No. 1, No. 5 ve Vittorio Monti’nin yazdığı Csárdás’tır. Eserleri icra eden kişiler
Deniz Bayhan (piyano) ve Kahraman Nice Özbay (keman)’dır. Ön yapım, yapım ve
yapım sonrası tüm aşamaları belgeledim. Ön yapım sürecinde eserlere, bestecilere
ve icracılara aşinalık kazanıp, yakalamak istediğim tınıyı belirledim. Bu süreçte
mikrofonlama tekniklerine karar verdim. Yapım aşamasında, öncesinde belirlediğim
hedefler ve kurduğum düzeni kullanarak kaydı gerçekleştirdim. Yapım sonrası
aşamada ise eserleri sunulabilir bir hale getirip, ses dosyalarının dinlenmeye hazır hale
gelmesi için gerekli optimizasyonu sağladım. Projenin ses ile ilgili gerekliliklerini,
hem her eser için ayrı ses dosyaları, hem de tüm eserlerin bir arada olduğu toplama bir
albüm olacak şekilde teslim ettim.

Son olarak, bu proje COVID-19 salgını süresince kaydedildiği için, bağlamı anlamak
adına dönem şartlarını da kısaca aktardım. Bu bağlamda, pandeminin sanatsal ve
kültürel etkinliklere olan etkisini inceledim. Pandemi öncesi yaptığım kayıtlar ile bu
çalışmayı karşılaştırdığımda, pandeminin bir takım sosyal ve yapısal zorluklara sebep
olduğunu belirledim. Bu zorlukları da çalışmanın her aşamasındaki akışlarda çözmeye
çalışıp, edindiğim deneyimleri hem kayıt sanatçısının hem de icracıların bakış açılarını
göz önünde bulundurarak yazdım.

Bu kayıt güncesi, Amerika kökenli Ses Mühendisleri Birliği (AES) ve Ulusal
Kayıt Sanatları ve Bilimleri Akademisi (NARAS) teknik teslim şartları göz önünde
bulundurularak yazılmıştır.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter will briefly explain the motivation and boundaries of the project. From

this standpoint, the scope of the recording project is laid out by providing information

about the context in which the recording took place within.

1.1 Personal Stance and Purpose of Project

The Master of Arts in Music program at MİAM offers many concentration areas, and

mine is SED. SED students are allowed and encouraged to use the MİAM studio to

record their final graduation project, and they can deliver the masters with a supporting

recording journal. The recording journal documents the practical and technical aspects

of the project. This journal consists of all the steps executed to realize a recording. The

MİAM studio, which was designed by Roger D’Arcy [1] [2], is an excellent tracking

and listening environment that is considered as masterpiece for any recording artist

aiming to capture good performances and improve their craftsmanship. Also, being

able to write down all the technical and practical features of making a record, I believe,

is essential to becoming a successful music professional. The record itself can speak

for many qualities that it holds; moreover, writing a detailed document about "How

the record was done from a technical and practical point of view?" is a good sign that

the record is not only done because of luck and similar timbre, or sound stage can be

recreated successfully in the future by the recording artist. The first purpose of the

project is to complete an entire production session from tracking to delivery and write

a supporting recording journal.

Another critical issue was the context when the recording was taking place. The world

has been tackling the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), which appeared first in China

in December 2019. The virus has rapidly become a growing concern, and the World

Health Organization declared a global pandemic in March 2020 [3]. Since the first

instance was recorded in March 2020, COVID-19 has had a disastrous influence on

the arts industry of Turkey, causing cancellations and closures at thousands of arts
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organizations throughout the country and leaving a significant portion of the country’s

artists unemployed [4]. Working artists and entertainers are particularly susceptible

during natural disasters due to the essence of the arts and culture industry. This

situation is not specific to Turkey; as of May 2020, a survey showed two-thirds of

artists in the US have trouble sourcing materials [5]. The second purpose of the

project is to overview the context of the COVID-19 pandemic due to its impact on

the recording process.

Although my initial idea was to conduct research on my own to satisfy the requirements

of the master’s program, in the light of current circumstances, I decided to focus on

supporting the artists and honing my recording skills as a recording artist. I chose to

record musicians during the pandemic.

In the following section, I will explain the context in which the recording occurred

during the pandemic.

1.2 Context: Impact of COVID-19 on Arts, Artists, and Music Technology

The first affected industry is usually the arts and culture in times of trouble [6]. This

situation remained unchanged during the COVID-19 pandemic. Consequently, most

artists have likely lost part or all of their income, not to mention the institutions they

rely on for a living. There is no apparent road back to pre-pandemic employment

levels. Artists are facing a double punch of unemployment. Workers in the arts

and culture are more likely to be jobless than workers in other occupations. This

situation indicates that artists are more likely than others to have lost their primary

source of income, even if it was not connected to art. Many artists depend on

part-time jobs to sustain their artistic production, and these part-time jobs were

also highly affected during the pandemic. Unemployment is especially prevalent

among performing artists, with 27.4 percent reporting being jobless, over double

the proportion of non-performing artists (14.5 percent) in the US. The disparity is

most likely attributable to the fact that performing artists are far more likely to be

self-employed. However, it’s also possible that working from home is more difficult

for performing artists. Still, designers, authors, and even visual artists may be able to

continue producing, publishing, or selling their works from afar. This imbalance is, if

anything, an underestimation of the pandemic’s severity for the performing artists [7].
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This difference shows that performing artists require more support as performing arts

is one of the promptly discarded activities during crises.

According to data from the Arts and Cultural Production Satellite Account (a

partnership between the US Bureau of Economic Analysis and the National

Endowment for the Arts), the arts and cultural sectors regained some ground in 2021.

Notwithstanding, they did not return to 2019 levels. In 2021, the total unemployment

rate for artists was 7.2 percent, down from 10.3 percent in 2020 but still higher than

the 3.7 percent rate in 2019 [8].

The impact of COVID-19 on arts and artists in Turkey is understudied to my

knowledge as of June 2022. There are fewer peer-reviewed studies about the impact

of COVID-19 on arts and artists in Turkey. A survey on contemporary art audiences

in Turkey emphasizes that the pandemic created intertwined economic, social, and

psychological problems. This study demonstrates the fragility of arts and cultural

industries; furthermore, the study depicts the lack of arts collaboration ground in

Turkey. According to the study, three out of five artists faced economic troubles

during the pandemic [4]. The lack of peer-reviewed research on the topic shows the

importance of the arts and cultural activities domestically. The low number of studies

about the difficulties of artists go through during the pandemic itself is an indication of

how the arts and cultural activities are disregarded in Turkey.

While COVID-19 has far-reaching outcomes for the cultural industry, it has also

highlighted to people all around the globe the value of the arts in our everyday lives.

Even while limited to one’s house, cultural activities have provided solace, distraction,

intellectual stimulation, and an opportunity to explore and discover meaning. Arts and

cultural activities are vital to our well-being. At this time, the importance of the arts and

cultural activities has never been more apparent, and it should be acknowledged. The

crisis emphasizes the priority of forming mutually beneficial partnerships with other

states, institutions, and sectors that promote innovation, such as scientific research,

digital entrepreneurship, community action, and international cooperation [9].

Governments worldwide have approached the impact of COVID-19 on arts and artists

with quick policy making. Many governments had the artists on their agenda during the

COVID-19 pandemic thoroughly. The Taiwanese government was the first to establish

3



specific standards and guidelines to ensure that artists and audiences were protected.

The performing arts industry will be able to continue operating as a result of this. The

Republic of Korea has set aside US$2.5 million to provide artists with priority access

to financing. Australia has established an AU$5 million development fund to assist

independent producers in need. It would also protect local material and originality

and further assist the Indigenous cultural industry. Singapore has made rental waivers

available to arts organizations. These initiatives have demonstrated different responses

from various cultures to support artists [10].

Besides governments, companies and universities around the globe were also providing

aid to artists in numerous forms. Many music producers, composers, musicians, and

students are compelled to work from home because of the current COVID-19 pandemic

[11]. FabFilter, a software instrument company from the Netherlands, offers a free

30-day assessment extension for all plugins in the hopes of making self-quarantine a bit

more peaceful [12]. The Royal Academy of Music in Denmark has created instructions

for choir directors by using Zoom, a video conferencing application that became highly

popular during the pandemic [13]. CCRMA introduced a high-quality audio network

performance solution via the internet at Stanford University [14]. These examples

showed that the recording arts technology was open to evolve and transform during a

crisis.

Inevitably, recording arts and practices were also affected during the pandemic [15].

The shift from large-format recording studios to home or smaller project studios

became apparent [16] [17]. COVID-19 is not necessarily a disruption of the music

school curriculum but an essential and long-overdue opportunity to redefine how sound

recording and music production are studied in a modern environment that prioritizes

flexibility. Getting great sound in an ideal recording setup is sensible, but realizing

that access to a wide range of state-of-the-art equipment might not exist in industry

conditions. Instead, figuring out how to get the most out of a less-than-ideal recording

environment is more important to becoming a more versatile recording artist.

Another productive result of the pandemic was the emphasis on remote collaboration

[18]. Recording artists used to have a slightly isolated role in music productions. They

were responsible for a smooth tracking process and achieving timbral objectives. But

this attitude has somewhat transformed into a more collaborative approach during and

4



after the pandemic. The recording artists started to provide the know-how to musicians

stuck at home and teach them how to record their music with limited resources. This

challenge created a significant shift in the role of the recording artist in this new

collaborative ground [11].

As COVID-19 sweeps the world, it is vital that we grasp the socioeconomic

implications of the virus if we are to limit or stop its spread [19]. Although the

COVID-19 pandemic has interrupted the lives of billions of people worldwide and

caused immeasurable damage, it may also act as a catalyst to draw attention to the

challenges of the society’s most vulnerable citizens [20].

1.3 Pieces and Composers

For this project, three Hungarian Dance pieces were recorded. Related information

about the pieces is stated in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 : Recorded pieces and related information.

Piece Name Composer Year Key Starting Tempo Ending Tempo Duration
Hungarian Dance No. 1 Johannes Brahms 1869 G minor Allegro molto Allegro molto 3’ 37"
Hungarian Dance No. 5 Johannes Brahms 1869 F♯minor Allegro Allegro 2’ 47"

Csárdás Vittorio Monti 1904 D major Andante largo Molto più vivo 5’ 14"

1.3.1 Johannes Brahms

Johannes Brahms (born May 7, 1833, Hamburg [Germany]—died April 3, 1897,

Vienna, Austria-Hungary [now in Austria]), was a German composer and pianist of

the Romantic period who wrote symphonies, concerti, chamber music, piano works,

choral compositions, and more than 200 pieces. In the second part of the nineteenth

century, Brahms was the supreme master of symphonic and sonata style [21].

1.3.2 Vittorio Monti

Vittorio Monti (born January 6, 1868, Naples [Italy]—died June 20, 1922, Naples

[Italy]), was an Italian composer, violinist, mandolinist, and conductor of the Romantic

period who wrote several ballets and operettas. At the Conservatorio di San Pietro a

Majella in Naples, he studied violin and composition. He also published a mandolin

technique, Petite Méthode pour Mandoline, which contained some of his pieces [22].
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1.4 Performers

Deniz Bayhan was born in 1990 in İstanbul. Her interest in music started at an early

age, and she continued her education at İstanbul Avni Akyol Anadolu Fine Arts High

School. She attained her bachelor’s in 2016 at İstanbul University State Conservatory

under F. Süreyya Baraz’s supervision. In 2012, she attended a semester as an Erasmus

exchange student at Musik und Kunst Privatuniversitaet der Stadt Wien under Gerhard

Geretschlaeger’s supervision. She continued pianoforte studies with Stefan Gottfried.

During her bachelor’s, she took part in chamber music ensembles under the supervision

of Prof. Dr. Beste Tiknaz Modiri and Gülnare Şekinskaya. With ADA Trio, she has

won 3rd place at Mimar Sinan Edirne Rotary Club Young Musicians Chamber Music

Competition and 1st Eğirdir Chamber Music Competition. During her studies, she has

attended masterclasses of Evgeny Mogilevsky, Ewa Poblocka, Marta Gulyas, Andrei

Diev, Yekaterine Lebedeva, Hüseyin Sermet, Emre Elivar, Tuluğ Tırpan, and Ayşegül

Sarıca in England, Belgium, Italy, Greece, and Turkey respectively. She completed

her piano performance master’s at İstanbul University State Conservatory with a thesis

titled "Piano’s Role as Narrator in Franz Liszt’s Deux Légendes" in 2019. She is still
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Introducing all the project components was essential to explain what the project

is about thoroughly and the scope. The next chapter will explain the preliminary

procedures of making a record.
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2. PRE-PRODUCTION

Pre-production of the record consists of steps during preparation. I will explain my

interactions with the performers and my decision-making process about the setup.

2.1 Meetings with Performers

I met with Deniz during Approaches to Semiotics of Music class in the Fall 2021

semester. I mentioned about my idea to record classical music for my final graduation

project as I wanted to focus on utilizing the main room of the MİAM studio and

working on the principal localization and microphone placement. I explained to her

my understanding of recording music during our regular conversations. She stated

that she was performing in a duo quite often back then and was open to collaborating.

Luckily, she had previous experiences with various recording artists. Due to curfews

and transportation issues, I had difficulties meeting with the performers in person. I

only had a chance to meet with Nice on the tracking day, which was my loss.

My primary contact was Deniz in all communications related to the collaboration.

I have gathered reference tracks for their timbral preferences and stylistic choices

from the performers. The featured reference for Hungarian Dance No. 1 was the

performance of Itzhak Perlman and Vladimir Ashkenazy (1985) from Angel Records

(EMI) [23]. We decided that this reference should be the timbre we aim at for all the

pieces. The blend of the instruments is spectacular in this recording, and the violin is

warm yet upfront as a leading instrument. I also listened to performers’ rehearsals. I

marked my music sheet for places that might require more attention during tracking.

I came to the studio a day earlier the night for setup. There was a recording session a

day before my setup. The previous personnel left the piano in the middle of the room

and tuned it. I wanted to keep the piano’s position to avoid possible detuning. The

recording studio and piano placement can be seen in Figure 2.1. The floor plan of the

MİAM studio can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.1 : The recording studio.

2.2 Setup

One of the most crucial aspects of recording music is the principal localization

(P. Snapper, personal communication, December 7, 2020). I aimed to create the

overall picture from one perspective [24]. I used the AB technique for principal

localization and capturing the piano. Besides being an extraordinary performance,

the reference track had an outstanding timbral balance between the instruments and

the room, excellent stereo width, and great separation between the instruments. I

had to do some trial and error for such microphone placement, and I realized that

if I used an omnidirectional pair and placed it between the performers, there would

be less interference among direct signals of each instrument; meanwhile, I would be

able to capture violin with minimized bleed when a Figure-8 microphone is placed

accordingly as supporting microphones.

Although the performers were not familiar with such positioning, I placed the main

pair between them, and they were quite far from each other compared to a live concert.

I started with King’s suggestions for both piano and violin [24]. This placement helped

me track violin with much more separation than placing them close to each other since

I used a Figure-8 pattern microphone facing the violin and dry side of the room. This

angle minimized the direct sound of the piano in the violin channel. The critical point

was to ensure that the violin was not overbalanced in the main pair and the piano had

adequate high-frequency content. I made trial and error for the main pair’s height to

reach a desired balance.
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Furthermore, this recording studio is widely known for its large but dry sound. I wanted

to accept this as a strength and compensate for this aspect with artificial reverberation

added during the mixing stage. I placed the main pair perpendicular to the floor as I

aimed to capture the driest sound I could get and add reverberation to my taste. There

would be a timbral mismatch if I placed the microphones perpendicular to the ceiling

and then add reverberation on top of it. The only downside of the reverberation is

that the musicians -especially the violinists- struggle with this dry room. It is almost

impossible to hear early reflections, and this is an unusual situation for musicians who

are used to performing in large concert halls with massive reverberation times.

No HB setup was needed since the performers were used to hearing themselves in the

same room. I also marked the position of the violinist with a tape to ensure that he was

paying attention to his position while he was performing.

The setup sheet is stated in Table 2.1. Microphone placements are shown in Figure

2.2 to Figure 2.8. The distances of the microphones from the instruments are shown in

Figure 2.9. Modified figures are taken from [24]. Related values of the measurements

are shown in Table 2.2. The values mentioned in Table 2.2 are rounded-off by up to ±

5 cm. Frequency response and polar pattern diagrams of the microphones used during

tracking can be found in Appendix B.

Table 2.1 : Setup sheet.

Instrument Pair Microphones Polar Pattern Tieline Preamp P48
MAIN L R AB DPA 4006 Omni A9-10 Grace 1-2 Yes
PIANO L R AB Neumann U87 Omni A11-12 Grace 3-4 Yes

VIOLIN Royer R-121 Figure-8 A13-14 Grace 5-6 No
PIANO L R ORTF AKG C414 Cardioid A15-16 Grace 7-8 Yes

Figure 2.2 : The sound stage from a panoramic view.
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Figure 2.3 : The sound stage.

Figure 2.4 : The sound stage from a different angle.
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Figure 2.5 : Piano setup.

Figure 2.6 : Piano setup, captured from the inside of the piano.
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Figure 2.7 : Violin setup.

Figure 2.8 : Violin setup, captured from the back of the violinist.
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Figure 2.9 : Microphone placements.
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Table 2.2 : Distance measurements in metric and imperial units.

Distance Variable Distance in Metric (SI) Units Distance in Imperial Units
a 50 cm 1’ 7" or 19"
b 85 cm 2’ 9" or 33.46"

d1 150 cm 4’ 11" or 59.05"
d2 75 cm 2’ 5.5" or 29.52"
x1 215 cm 7’ 0.6" or 84.64"
y1 220 cm 7’ 2.6" or 86.61"
x2 240 cm 7’ 10.4" or 94.48"
y2 200 cm 6’ 6.7" or 78.74"

Violin, microphone
distance from the

instrument
75 cm 2’ 5.52" or 29.52"

Main pair height 245 cm 8’ 0.4" or 96.45"
Piano pair height 180 cm 5’ 10.86" or 70.86"

Violin microphone
height 185 cm 6’ 0.8" or 72.83"

After making sure that I understood all the project requirements and prepared the setup

accordingly, I was ready to start tracking.
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3. PRODUCTION

The production stage only consists of the tracking process, which was one full day. I

will explain our journey during the tracking day.

3.1 Tracking Day

The only available day for the three of us was December 30, 2021, Thursday; I booked

the date around early December. I did a line check a day before the setup, arriving at

6 PM. I arrived at the studio around 9:30 AM on tracking day. Deniz arrived around

10:30 AM and completed the piano soundcheck together. Nice arrived around 11:30

AM, and we finished the soundcheck of the violin at 12 AM. We wrapped up around

9 PM. We wore masks in close quarters and maintained social distancing throughout

our interactions. The room was heated with portable heaters. We avoided using the

AC for its noise. The room was ventilated as much as possible during the breaks for

COVID-19 precautions.

Since I prepared the setup a day before, the session went smoothly. We recorded

about 90 minutes of material in total. We first recorded Hungarian Dance No. 1, then

Csárdás, and lastly, Hungarian Dance No. 5. I followed the scores during recordings

and took notes on the notations for further use. I marked the sections where more

attention was needed and asked for another take if necessary. We listened to all the

takes together, and we completed the editing on the tracking day. The only problem I

encountered was a computer crash. It might be related to CPU overload due to tracking

at 96 kHz. We lost half of a take of Csárdás, but the performers were happy to perform

again. Used equipment, software, and related parameters during tracking are stated in

Table 3.1.

I left the microphone closet as neat as possible and coiled all the cables with the

over-under technique which can be seen in Figure 3.1. I have transferred all the files

and left a copy of the session on the studio computer for backup. We enjoyed the whole
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process very much, and we all left the room with a massive smile on our faces, as can

be seen from Figure 3.2.

Editing of the pieces was finalized during the tracking day, which will be addressed in

the next chapter.

Table 3.1 : Tracking equipment, software, and related parameters.

Item, Method or Parameter Value
Preamp Grace 801

A/D and D/A Converter Apogee Symphony I/O Mk II
Conversion Method PCM

Sampling Rate 96 kHz
Bit Depth 24-bit

OS macOS
DAW Pro Tools
Desk Digidesign ProControl

Loudspeakers (Far-Field) ATC SCM200ASL Pro
Loudspeakers (Near-Field) ATC SCM16A Pro

Figure 3.1 : Microphone closet after wrapping up.
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Figure 3.2 : A good memoir at the end of the day.
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4. POST-PRODUCTION

The post-production stage starts when the process of recording is finished. Editing of

pieces was done right after the tracking at the studio, and mixing was completed at the

home studio. I checked the mixes at the MİAM studio; however, I did not have the

opportunity to review the masters at the studio.

4.1 Editing

The editing process helps us achieve an ideal version of a performance that leads to a

compiled and best representation of the completed takes [25]. Since the performers

often performed together with the same repertoire, they had a good grasp of the

material and aimed to perform one full take for each piece as expected. However,

we had to do some edits to cover some performance issues. There are four edit points

in total: two for Hungarian Dance No. 1 and two for Csárdás. We decided on these

edits with the performers once we were happy with the main take. There were no edits

for Hungarian Dance No. 5; we took one complete take without editing. I have kept all

the files in one session. The session overview in Pro Tools can be seen in Figure 4.1.

All the edit points were realized on zero-crossings, and both fade-ins and fade-outs

were done with equal power slope. I stuck to Shuffle editing mode.

4.1.1 Hungarian Dance No. 1

This composition was the piece the performers admitted to feeling uncomfortable with.

Due to this reason, we started the tracking session with this piece, and we recorded

eight takes of the piece in total. Two edit points were realized. The first edit point was

between mm. 89-92. Until measure eighty-nine, we used take eight as it was the main

take and used take seven between measure eighty-nine and ninety-two. The attack of

violin bowing was slightly harsh at the beginning of measure eighty-nine, and we felt

that it had to be replaced with a better performance. We switched back to take eight
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Figure 4.1 : Pro Tools session overview after editing.

until the last fifteen measures to preserve the cohesion. This edit is marked in Figure

4.2 [26].

Figure 4.2 : Hungarian Dance No. 1, editing of mm. 89-92.

The second edit was for the last fifteen measures of the piece. The performers were not

happy with their ending on the main take. We wanted to replace it with a better version

when the performers executed the ending cadence in a timelier manner. We took the

last fifteen measures from take six. This edit is marked in Figure 4.3 [26].
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Figure 4.3 : Hungarian Dance No. 1, editing of last fifteen measures.

Furthermore, I have done some cleaning for the ending of this piece by using iZotope

RX 7. The reverting move of the pedal was making too much noise after the ending

cadence, and I cleaned it while maintaining the musicality.

4.1.2 Hungarian Dance No. 5

We recorded seven takes in total for this piece, and we took take six as the main take.

No edits were made for this piece.

4.1.3 Csárdás

We recorded four takes for this piece and took the last take as the main take. There are

two edit points on this piece. We replaced the "Meno, quasi lento" section with take

two until the last three measures. The dynamics were not desirable on the main take,

so we replaced them. The edit on this section is marked in Figure 4.4 [27]. The last

three measures are taken from take one. The timing of the ending was not precise, and

there was some hesitation that required an edit. The edit on the last three measures is

marked in Figure 4.5 [27].

While listening to the final edit of Csárdás with headphones, I noticed some squeaks

of the pianist’s chair when the violin was not played. This sound was impossible to

hear on the violin channel, but it was present in main and piano pairs. I decided to

remove it by using iZotope RX 7. I used the ’Spectral Repair’ method. Screenshots

of the spectrogram of the cleaning process can be seen in Figure 4.6 (before cleaning)

and Figure 4.7 (after cleaning).
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Figure 4.4 : Csárdás, editing of "Meno, quasi lento" section.

Figure 4.5 : Csárdás, editing of last three measures.

Figure 4.6 : Spectrogram of main pair before cleaning chair squeak noise in Csárdás.
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Figure 4.7 : Spectrogram of main pair after cleaning chair squeak noise in Csárdás.

4.2 Mixing

Mixing is defined as the process of balancing, treating, and combining multitrack

material into a multichannel format. Mixing is a way of expressing emotions, creative

ideas, and performance through sound [28]. Due to COVID-19 curfews, I had limited

access to the studio and preferred mixing pieces at my home studio. The equipment

I used in my listening environment and related information is stated in Table 4.1. I

relied on the loudspeakers for the general balance; however, I used headphones for

spot-checks and listening to tails of sounds. I also listened to the final mix versions at

the MİAM studio.

Table 4.1 : Mixing equipment and software.

Item, Method or Parameter Value
D/A Converter Universal Audio Arrow

OS Windows and macOS
DAW Pro Tools

Loudspeakers (Near-Field) Dynaudio BM5 MKIII
Headphones Sennheiser HD650

My initial idea was to use all the microphones in mixing. After some trial and

error, I decided that some channels were doing more harm than good. I started

raising the volume of the main pair. The main pair had a good balance overall. The

violin is much closer than the piano when I consider perspective. I also noticed that
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piano is heard more on the right channel. Another important issue was the lack of

reverberation, which had to be addressed with plugins. I found that the C414 ORTF

pair added too much phase decorrelation to the overall sound even after time alignment

attempts in lower frequencies, so I muted the C414 ORTF pair in my mix. Using

U87 omnidirectional pair also had a trade-off: the stereo image was better; however,

it caused phasing in higher frequencies due to the combination of their placement and

polar pattern. Additionally, I tried using both violin microphones, hard panning them to

the left and right. This panning gave me an artificial sound, and the violin was coming

from three different places. Instead, I only used the one placed higher, which gave me

a warmer tone. I recorded the violin with two microphones for safety, anyways.

After deciding on a suitable level for the main pair for all pieces, I started introducing

spot microphones. I noticed that the piano was more prominent on the right side of the

main pair. So, I increased the left spot microphone of the piano by +2 dB compared to

the right spot microphone. Although I liked the violin sound on the spot microphone,

I did not add much of it since it was already very present in the main pair. There were

sections where I needed to adjust the clip gain of all tracks. I decreased the volume by

-1 dB in the final measures of Hungarian Dance No. 1 to avoid clipping, which can be

seen in Figure 4.8. I also had to help the violinist in the "Meno, quasi lento" section

of Csárdás. I increased the violin spot microphone by +4.5 dB to support the violin

during this quiet section.

Figure 4.8 : Ending of Hungarian Dance No. 1, clip gain adjustments to avoid
clipping.

Following balancing levels, I noticed that the pieces were slightly muddy for my taste.

The main reason for this muddiness was using a Steinway Grand D Concert Piano in

a 78.5 square meter acoustically treated room. The piano is too big for this room, and

it triggers the room more than the room can handle. Another way to put it is high
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SPLs in low-frequency content, causing the room to vibrate too much. I looked for

solutions, and I considered the bass content on the violin spot microphone was not

adding anything meaningful. I wanted to be sure and checked the spectrogram for

the fundamental frequency of the violin. This spectrogram can be seen in Figure 4.9.

The fundamental frequency of the violin was around 280 Hz. I applied an HPF with a

12 dB/octave slope at 180 Hz using Pro Tools EQ III, as shown in Figure 4.10. This

processing was the only EQ move during mixing.

Figure 4.9 : Using spectrogram to spot the fundamental frequency of the violin.

For the stereo image, I hard-panned the main pair. This image was rich on its own.

I adjusted piano spot mics to 50L and 50R so that the piano would widen when it

reached the main pair. Then I tried matching the panning of the violin spot mic with

its location in the main pair, but I decided to keep it in the center. The mix window of

the Pro Tools session can be seen in Figure 4.11.

Subsequently, the spatialization had to be addressed. The pieces required reverberation

to create a feeling of space as the studio is very dry. Since I recorded at 96 kHz, I could

not use Sony DRE-S777 Sampling Digital Reverberator at the MİAM studio. I used

the Waves IR-1 convolution reverb plugin. I found Knights Halls – Medium preset

was an excellent choice for the repertoire and performances. As King suggests for

chamber music, I started with 1.8s RT60 [24]. Then, I adjusted the size, density, and

resonance parameters accordingly to blend with the original sound. I used two reverb

plugins with almost exact settings, except predelay. I used a 15 ms predelay for the
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Figure 4.10 : Rolling off low frequencies of the violin below its fundamental
frequency to avoid muddiness.

main pair and 5 ms for spot microphones. As we are listening to the record from the

principal localization, the spot microphones need to be slightly further back in the mix.

However, they would be at the same distance if they were sent to the same reverb with

the main pair. By using a shorter predelay, spot microphones’ reverb would start right

away, creating a feeling that they are farther back in the sound stage. Reverberation

plugin settings are stated in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11 : Mix overview in Pro Tools.

Figure 4.12 : Using two separate reverb plugins for main pair and spot microphones
with different predelay settings.

4.3 Mastering

Classical mastering mainly involves level-matching the tracks and adjusting pause

times between pieces [24]. Mixes were exported with adjusted fade-ins and fade-outs
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as I already had a clear idea about the track order and breaks between pieces. I

measured the .BWF files of the exported mixes with Orban Loudness Meter according

to loudness standards and extracted values are stated in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 : Loudness measurements of mixes by using Orban Loudness Meter.

Loudness Measures ITU-R BS.1770-4
Integrated Loudness

EBU R
128 LRA

Highest Reconstructed
Peak Level

Reconstructed Peaks
Above 0 dBFS

Hungarian Dance No. 1 -20.7 LUFS 8.4 LU -1.2 dBFS 0
Hungarian Dance No. 5 -22.4 LUFS 12.4 LU -3.1 dBFS 0

Csárdás -24.0 LUFS 13.8 LU -1.4 dBFS 0

Although I aimed for a balanced material in terms of levels during mixing, the

measurement showed me that I might still have to work on the pieces at the mastering

stage. Csárdás was quieter than the rest and still had a high peak level. All the

pieces had a similar loudness range, except Hungarian Dance No. 1, which was

less dynamic. None of the mixes had problems with intersample/true peaks. After

considering these issues, another aspect I wanted to address was the "blanketed" feeling

of the compilation. I tried to address this issue during the mastering stage and treat

each piece accordingly. Lastly, I committed to the order of the tracks mentioned in this

document.

I used a similar playback setup during mastering compared to mixing, except I did not

have access to my loudspeakers anymore. So, I completed the mastering stage with

headphones only, and I also did not have access to a professional studio as I no longer

lived in İstanbul. I imported my mix files to a separate Pro Tools mastering session,

and I lined up all the tracks next to each other in different channels. I have adjusted

fade-ins and fade-outs of all the pieces during mixing, and these fades worked well.

There was enough time between pieces to clear the ears.

I started measuring the loudness of the pieces. I listened section by section, quickly

skipped to other tracks, and also listened to the last 30-60 seconds of each piece and

concentrated on the transition [24]. I focused on short-term LUFS values read by

Waves WLM Plus Loudness Meter plugin. I aimed for -20 LUFS for general levels.

However, I made final decisions by ear, and there were slight differences in values read

by the meter plugin. I also aimed not to exceed -1 dBTP to ensure that it is suitable for

every streaming service if they are aimed to be uploaded in the future. I have applied

some clip gain to reach target levels. For instance, I increased Hungarian Dance No. 5
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by +2.5 dB. However, I realized that this was good for overall balance, but the ending

was not strong enough for this piece. So, I applied +0.5 dB to +1 dB for the ending

cadence for a stronger finish. These moves can be seen in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.13 : Hungarian Dance No. 5, increased overall volume with clip gain by
+2.5 dB.

Figure 4.14 : Hungarian Dance No. 5, increased volume with clip gain on the ending
cadence for +0.5 dB and +1 dB.

After level matching, I wanted to address the lack of high-frequency content. As Tamer

suggests [29], power spectral density decays after 1 kHz, though my work sounded

slightly covered or muffled and generally missed high-frequency content. I applied

Waves LinEQ Broadband Linear Phase EQ to all tracks. This EQ process had three

objectives: the first was to use HPF to remove unnecessary bass buildup, and the

second was to use LPF to avoid possible aliasing. The third was to add high-mid

and high-frequency content with a gentle slope. For the two objectives, all the tracks

have the same EQ: HPF with a quality factor of 1.2 and cut-off frequency at 30 Hz

and LPF with a quality factor of 0.79 and cut-off frequency at 15844 Hz. The third

purpose was based on what the track needed. On Hungarian Dance No. 5, I applied a

high shelf with a quality factor of 1 at 2906 Hz for +3.5 dB. This high shelf boost with

same quality factor at 1125 Hz for +4.1 dB on Hungarian Dance No. 1 and 1500 Hz

for +3.5 dB on Csárdás. I used the ‘Normal’ method, which was stated in the plugin’s

manual, ideal for small EQ moves. I did not use dithering at this stage.
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Before bouncing files, I used a FabFilter Pro-L 2 limiter on the signal chain to catch

intersample/true peaks on ending cadences. This limiter did not have any compression

or gain function. After reading the manual and listening critically, I preferred the

’Safe’ style that would suit best this type of material. This style comes with 5 ms of

lookahead function. Attack time is almost immediate, and it is impossible to adjust

this parameter. 400 ms of release was working fine for all three tracks except Csárdás.

For Csárdás, I used 416 ms of release to accommodate the PAC. The duration between

V-I PAC was a little longer than 400 ms. I have not changed channel linking settings

as there were no significant differences between left and right channels that required

intervention. I had the true peak limiting option enabled and used 32x oversampling

as a safety caution. I preferred dithering with optimized noise shaping for 24 bits. I

set up the output level as -1.0 dBTP. I muted the remaining channels and disabled the

plugins on these channels for each single bounce. An example for the mastering chain

of Hungarian Dance No. 5 can be seen in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 : Hungarian Dance No. 5, EQ, and limiter settings.

Before delivering the tracks, I measured all the pieces individually and the compilation

with WLM Plus and Orban Loudness Meter. I reached my aim of -20 LUFS in the short

term average and long term as well, and none of the tracks were above -1 dBTP. These

measurement plugins gave me slightly different results, but they were close enough.

Measurements of masters are stated in Table 4.3. As the recordings were not planned
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to be published, I did not prefer pushing the loudness limits of streaming platforms.

Ideally, the recordings should have -14 LUFS with a peak not exceeding 0 dBTP, but I

chose to keep the recordings as delicate as possible. Going over -1 dBTP might cause

distortion on some speakers, so I played it very safe due to the nature of the genre and

the issues mentioned above.

Table 4.3 : Loudness measurements of individual masters and the compilation.

WLM Plus Loudness Meter Orban Loudness Meter
Loudness Measures Long Term LRA True Peak Long Term LRA True Peak

Hungarian Dance No.1 -20.7 LUFS 5 LU -1.2 dBTP -21.3 LUFS 8.2 LU -1.6 dBFS
Hungarian Dance No. 5 -19.9 LUFS 11 LU -1.0 dBTP -20.8 LUFS 12.5 LU -1.4 dBFS

Csárdás -20.1 LUFS 12 LU -1.0 dBTP -20 LUFS 13.3 LU -1.4 dBFS
Compilation -20.5 LUFS 10 LU -1.0 dBTP -20.9 LUFS 12.8 LU -1.4 dBFS

Lastly, I decided to deliver four .BWF files in total. Three separate files

for each track and one for a compilation which was meant for listening to

all the pieces in one pass like in an EP. Since all the pieces are Hungarian

Dances and sonically blend, I wanted to give the listeners this option. The

file naming standard I followed was in line with AES and NARAS delivery

specifications: Initials_NameoftheTrack_Master_Version#.wav. An example would

be EE_HungarianDanceNo5_Master_v01.wav. I used a single limiter on the master

channel for the compilation. I disabled the limiters on each track and adjusted for

single track bounces to avoid possible noise problems due to dithering buildup.

Delivering the files and finalizing the revisions based on the jury’s critiques, conclude

the project’s requirements. I will now move to the discussion in terms of sound and

context.
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5. DISCUSSION

This final chapter will summarize and evaluate the whole recording process handled

during a pandemic, provide some implications for recording artists, artists, and people

in the arts industry, and give suggestions to facilitate future collaborations in crises.

Although some intersection exists, I find it meaningful to divide this section into

three subsections: an evaluation with recommendations for future work about the

sound/timbral qualities of these recordings, a brief overview of the context, and finally,

closing remarks.

5.1 Overview of the Sound

A warm violin sound is desired for this project and captured well. The piano is a

Steinway Grand D, which is too big for this space as it is meant for concert halls. The

piano triggers the room a bit too much, and it causes some muddiness overall. The

violin is coming from the left a tiny bit, but it is at an acceptable level. The violin

is slightly closer compared to the piano in perspective. Still, in my opinion, it does

not create a textural mismatch in this repertoire since the violin is more of a soloist

instrument. Some reverberation could be added more; having said that, this might yield

artificial results. According to my way of thinking, accepting the lack of reverberation

in the room as a strength was a good idea. Nonetheless, the piano sounds a little less

defined.

For further work, I would highly recommend creating a budget for the maintenance

and tuning of the piano. Also, I would have placed the piano in the center of one of the

shorter sides rather than the center of the room to have a more balanced bass response

overall. This piano placement creates some piano buildup on the right side of the room

and causes the piano to be more prominent in the right channel. The violin level might

be a tad high in the main pair, so I would try further placing the violin and ensuring

that the violinist is always centering the main pair. I could favor the piano on the

main pair by having the main pair slightly facing the piano to have more clarity rather
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than perpendicular to the floor (R. King, personal communication, January 12, 2022).

Another improvement could be made by using nose cones for the DPA 4006 main pair

to capture a perfect omnidirectional response for enriching the high-frequency content.

Lastly, recording at 96 kHz was to future proof the work; nevertheless, if it is aimed

to be uploaded to a streaming service in the near future, the downsampling would

probably cause shifts in the overall image. The same applies to the headroom. To have

an intricate dynamic range, I kept the masters around -20 LUFS, but if uploaded to

a streaming service, significant limiting might be applied to the record, which is not

desired.

5.2 Overview of the Context

During crises, performing arts are usually the first discarded activities [6]. This attitude

towards performing arts has not changed much during the COVID-19 pandemic. Since

the first instance was recorded in December 2019, COVID-19 has had a disastrous

influence on the arts industry, causing cancellations and closures at thousands of arts

organizations worldwide [4]. However, the practice and recording of performing

arts had to adapt to the current circumstances [11] [17]. In this project, I analyzed

the pre-production, production, and post-production stages of making the record to

identify difficulties encountered during each phase. I examined the process of each

step by comparing and contrasting challenges faced in the stages mentioned above

during pre-pandemic and pandemic periods. Based on the analysis, I identified two

main difficulties, distinguished as structural and social challenges.

Structural challenges were related to non-interpersonal parts of the project. The first

challenge was the number of allowed people in the studio by management. The number

of people in each room was also decided to prevent the spread of viruses, which caused

a limitation of the project’s direction. I decided to solve this issue by internalizing a

minimalistic mindset for the whole project. Tracking two instruments for classical

repertoire in the main room was ideal for a well-captured live performance. I also

avoided having studio personnel and tried keeping the performers as apart as possible

on the planned recording layout.

Social challenges were related to interpersonal relations that existed in the project.

The primary issue was the absence of face-to-face communication. This human touch
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brings many opportunities since bouncing ideas with musicians in the same room can

be highly productive. Another downside was the lack of interactivity in finalizing the

mixes and masters. Although the performers are not experts on these topics, I could

not meet with them during the post-production process, and I could only send them

final versions for their feedback which was not ideal from my standpoint.

These challenges emphasized the value of providing a ground for collaboration for

artists [9] [30]. In times of crisis, states and their institutions might abandon the

support for arts and culture. Art production might decline; however, it will not be

halted because of no support from officials. We, as music professionals, are confronted

that it is feasible to work on different platforms even under constraints with the help of

the facilities provided by the university. If similar circumstances occur in the future, the

universities should be able to sustain their help and protection for artists and assist the

production of art. This project exemplifies how universities can accommodate artists

from different backgrounds in challenging situations.

In this study, we experienced that supporting arts and artists in various ways during

difficult times is achievable. I initially hoped to reach this objective when starting this

project, and I believe we managed to create presentable results for the future.

5.3 Summary of Findings and Conclusions

I discussed the recording process and results with experiences I gained during the

project in the pandemic, and I attempted to suggest how these accumulated experiences

can be transferred to the application from sound recording and performance points of

view to help artists tackle the COVID-19-related challenges.

From conception to completion, this project chronicles each piece’s thought processes.

During the pre-production stages for each of these pieces, the musical, engineering,

and production values were all heavily influenced. The recording of each piece

was led by the same basic principle: the desire to create a recording that accurately

reflects the styles of performers, intentions of composers, and musical values while

also conforming to those of the intended audience.

This project provided a fantastic learning opportunity. I feel that completing a whole

project rather than just tracking or mixing is incredibly advantageous for a recording
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artist. The recording artist will be able to see the mistakes he made on the tracks

when it comes time to mix down. For a record producer, this appears to be the

most beneficial development method. As a sound mixer, I have often been confused

when I’ve been asked to record something. The only way to gain a well-rounded and

thorough understanding of the engineering process is to complete the entire project,

from pre-production to post-production. I managed to observe my mistakes in earlier

stages when I passed to the next stage and it was valuable.

An important derivement from this project is to realize the crucial skill of taking

detailed and precise notes while recording and not missing anything. I managed to

take notes during recordings, but these were not rigorous and relied on the musicians’

preferences during editing session. Instead, if I could take quick and elaborative notes

during recording, I could use them as more constructive feedback for the performers. I

understood that I lacked a personal notation system for classical music recording, and

I aim to work on this topic in the future.

Anything the recording artist can do to assist him/her in orienting his/her approach to

a certain kind of music would only benefit his/her performance.

Lastly, it was a project in that I thoroughly realized the role of the recording artist

during music production processes. I will apply my experiences on how to push artists

in the most gentle way to capture beautiful recordings in my further work.

Hungarian Dance No. 1 was submitted to AES Student Recording Competition at

AES Europe Spring 2022 (AES’s 152nd Convention).

This final graduation project was presented at the meeting of the 13th Asian

Conference on Arts & Humanities (ACAH2022) under the title: "Recording of a Piano

and Violin Duo: A Case Study to Explore Challenges and Opportunities of Recording

during COVID-19 Pandemic". The certificate of the participation can be found in

Appendix C.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: Floor plan of the MİAM studio and the piano placement.
APPENDIX B: Frequency response and polar pattern charts of the microphones used
during tracking.
APPENDIX C: Certificate of participation in the 13th Asian Conference on Arts
Humanities (ACAH2022).
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APPENDIX A

Figure A.1 : Floor plan of the MİAM studio and the piano placement.

APPENDIX B

Figure A.2 is taken from [31]. Figure A.3 is taken from [32]. Figure A.4 is taken
from [33]. Figure A.5 is taken from [34].

Figure A.2 : Frequency response and polar pattern of DPA 4006.
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Figure A.3 : Frequency response and polar pattern of Neumann U87 in omnidirec-
tional mode.

Figure A.4 : Frequency response and polar pattern of Royer R-121.

Figure A.5 : Frequency response and polar pattern of AKG C414 in cardioid mode.
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APPENDIX C

Figure A.6 : Certificate of participation in The 13th Asian Conference on Arts &
Humanities (ACAH2022)
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